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AO 91 (Rev. 11/1 I) Criminal Complaint 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Middle District of Florida 

United States of America 
V. 

MOHAMMAD ABDUL MALEK 

Defendant(s) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Case No. 

3:18-mj- 12.t'\2.- f>Df, 

CRIMINAL COMPLAINT 

I, the complainant in this case, state that the following is true to the best of my knowledge and belief. 

On or about the date(s) of August 26, 2018 in the county of Duval 

Middle District of Florida , the defendant(s) violated: 

Code Section 

18 U.S.C . § 2422(b) 

Offense Description 

Attempted coercion and enticement of a minor 

This criminal complaint is based on these facts: 

See attached Affidavit. 

~ Continued on the attached sheet. 

Anthony Algozzini , HSI Special Agent 
Printed name and title 

Sworn to before me and signed in my presence. 

Date: _m~_.__.Jf3_ 
Judge 's signature 

in the 

City and state: Jacksonville, Florida Patricia D. Barksdale, U.S. Magistrate Judge 
Printed name and title 
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.AFFIDAVIT 

I, Anthony Algozzini, being duly sworn, state as follows: 

INTRODUCTION 

I. I am a Special Agent with U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement 

(ICE)/Homeland Security Investigations (HSI), an agency of the United States 

Department ofHomeland Security (DHS).I have been employed since May 2003 and 

I am currently assigned to the Office of the Assistant Special Agent in Charge, 

Jacksonville, Florida. I have a Bachelor's degree in International Business. I have 

successfully completed the Criminal Investigator Training Program and ICE Special 

Agent Training Academy at the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center in 

Brunswick, Georgia. I am classified and trained as a Federal Law Enforcement 

Officer, with federal statutory arrest authority. In my capacity as a Special Agent, l 

have participated in numerous types of criminal investigations, during the course of 

which I have conducted or participated in physical surveillance, undercover 

transactions, executions of search and arrest warrants, controlled delivery transactions 

of narcotics and other contraband, asset forfeiture including real property, and other 

complex investigations. I have attended advanced training in criminal investigations 

including training regarding the investigation of Internet crimes against children and 

computer crimes. Internet Crimes Against Children (ICAC) is a national organization 

that provides specialized high-technology training and resources to law enforcement 

agencies that investigate crimes dealing with the online sexual solicitation and sexual 
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exploitation of children, including the collection and trading of images of child 

pornography. The following is a list of courses in which I have received training: ICAC 

CyberTips Overview, ICAC Peer to Peer Essentials, ICAC Ares Investigations and 

ICAC Bit Torrent Investigations. Since becoming a Special Agent, I have worked with 

experienced Special Agents who also investigate child exploitation offenses. In the 

performance of my duties, I have investigated and assisted in the investigation of 

matters involving the advertisement for, production, receipt, transportation, 

distribution, and possession of child pornography, and sex trafficking of children. 

2. As a federal agent, I am authorized to investigate violations of United 

States laws and to execute search warrants and arrest warrants issued under the 

authority of the United States. I have investigated and assisted in the investigation of 

criminal matters involving the sexual exploitation of children that constituted 

violations of 18 U.S.C. §§ 2251, 2252, 2252A, 2422, 2423, and 1591, as well as Florida 

state statutes that criminalize the sexual activity with minors and other methods of 

child sexual exploitation. In connection with such investigations, I have served as case 

agent, have been the affiant for search warrants, and conducted interviews of 

defendants and witnesses. As a federal agent, I am authorized to investigate and assist 

in the prosecution of violations of laws of the United States, and to execute search 

warrants and arrest warrants issued by federal and state courts. 

2 
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3. The statements contained in this affidavit are based on my personal 

knowledge, as well as on information provided to me by experienced Special Agents 

and other law enforcement officers and personnel. This affidavit is being submitted for 

the limited purpose of establishing probable cause for the filing of a criminal 

complaint, and I have not included each and every fact known to me concerning this 

investigation. I have set forth only the facts that I believe are necessary to establish 

probable cause to believe that MOHAMMAD ABDUL MALEK has committed a 

violation of Title 18, United· States Code, Section 2422(b), that is, attempted 

enticement of a minor. 

4. I make this affidavit in support of a criminal complaint against 

MOHAMMAD ABDUL MALEK, that is, on or about August 23, 2018, through on 

or about August 26, 2018, in the Middle District of Florida, MOHAMMAD ABDUL 

MALEK, using a facility of interstate commerce, that is, by computer via the internet, 

did knowingly and willfully attempt to persuade, induce, entice, and coerce a person 

whom MALEK believed had not reached the age of 18 years, to engage in sexual 

activity for which a person can be charged with a criminal offense under the laws of 

the state of Florida, that is, the crime of lewd or lascivious battery upon a person less 

than 16 years of age, in violation of Sections 800.04(4)(a) and 800.04(4)(b), Florida 

Statutes, all in violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section 2422(b). 

3 
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5. On August 28, 2018, I spoke with Detective Jessica Maynard with the 

Jacksonville Sheriff's Office (JSO), Internet Crimes Against Children Unit, and she 

provided information about an investigation that resulted in the arrest of 

MOHAMMAD ABDUL MALEK on August 26, 2018, in Jacksonville, Duval 

County, Florida. I know that Detective Maynard is a sworn JSO Deputy Sheriff who 

is assigned to the JSO Internet Crimes Against Children Unit, is a member of the North 

Florida ICAC and therein conducts investigations involving internet crimes against 

children. Detective Maynard advised, in summary and in substance, that MALEK had 

been arrested by JSO on August 26, 2018, and charged with several violations of 

Florida statutes involving child sexual exploitation. Detective Maynard advised that 

she was the undercover officer involved in this investigation. 

6. On August 29, 2018, I continued to discuss the details of this 

investigation by telephone with Detective Maynard. On August 28 and 29, 2018, 

Detective Maynard advised me of, in substance and among other things, the following: 

a. On August 22, 2018, Detective Maynard was acting in the 

capacity of an undercover officer and began conducting an online undercover 

operation targeting suspects using the internet to sexually exploit children with the 

internt to meet for the explicit purposes of engaging in sexual activity. 

b. On August 22, 2018, to implement the investigation, Detective 

Maynard posted an online ad on the website "Craiglist." The ad was placed under 

4 
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"community I activity partners" section of the Jacksonville, FL Craigslist. The ad 

stated, "Looking 2 learn (Atlantic)" "Hey!! I'm lookin 2 learn something new .. .I'm 

totally bored here visiting my granny!. HMU if ur real". 

c. In this investigation, Detective Maynard assumed the persona of 

a 13 year old female. Only hours after Detective Maynard published the ad on 

Craigslist, the user "Mac," who was identified as MALEK, began actively contacting 

the undercover persona. 

d. The texted conversation between the undercover 13 year old 

persona used by Detective Maynard, hereafter referred to as "UC," and the user 

"Mac" began on August 23, 2018 and continued until August 26, 2018. Detective 

Maynard made copies of and preserved as evidence the Craiglist ad, Craiglist 

messages, and text messages exchanged between UC and "Mac," identified as 

MALEK. 

7. On August 29, 2018, I received copies of the Craiglist ad, Craiglist 

messages, and text messages exchanged between UC and "Mac," identified as 

MALEK, from Detective Maynard. I have reviewed these messages and learned the 

following: 

a. On August 23, 2018, at 0026, UC received an email Craiglist 

response from "craigslist reply 520f' 

"520fb04560473f66b2c0723c64993428@reply.craigslist.org" that stated, "I can teach 

5 
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you love making .... ". At 1619,UC responded, "Hi Im S __ . Wats ur name?" At 

1753, UC received an email Craiglist response from "Virgoman" 

"520fb04560473f66b2c0723c64993428@reply.craigslist.org" that stated, "Mac" "Sent 

from my iPhone". UC responded, "Hi Mac. How r u?" "Mac" responded, "Good. 

How are you?" UC responded, "Good. How old r u?" "Mac" responded, "50 and u?" 

UC responded, "Im almost 14". "Mac" responded, "You are too young". UC 

responded, "Oh ok. Bye". "Mac" responded, "Bye. Good luck, be careful. You are 

too young for this type ad." UC responded, "Ok thanks". "Mac" responded, "What 

do you want to learn S __ ?" UC responded, "well it depends on wat u can teach me". 

"Mac" responded, "S __ , tell me your interest and I will teach you some nice things." 

UC responded, "Ok. How old r u?" "Mac" responded, "I told you, I am 50. I am a 

mechanical engineer." UC responded, "Sorry ... I forgot u told me already. I haven't 

done much at all so ... ". "Mac" responded, "That's ok S __ . Do you live with your 

parents?" UC responded, "yea but im here at my grannys house this weekend. its easier 

4 me to text. Canu text? Im 9_-_-__ ". "Mac" responded, "Sure. My number is 

850-321-_." 

b. On August 23, 2018, through August 26, 2018, UC and "Mac" 

continued the conversation using text messaging. During this period UC and "Mac" 

exchange approximately 781 text messages. 

c. On August 23, 2018, at 2139, UC sent a text message to 850-321-

6 
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__ that stated, "Mac?" At 2139, UC received a message from 850-321-__ with the 

response, "Yes S __ ". UC responded, "Hi". "Mac" responded, "Are you getting 

bored in your grandma's house?" UC responded, "lol yeah what r u doing?" "Mac" 

responded, "I am on the computer" "Loi" "Nothing to do" "What are you doing?" 

UC responded, "sorry I was getting a snack lol". "Mac" responded, "Enjoy your 

snack.Joi" "Where is your grandma?" UC responded, "lol it was yummy ... oreo 

cookies lol". "Mac" responded, "Like Oreo cookies .. Joi" "Did you eat dinner?" UC 

responded, "yep ... meatballs and wings. U?" "Mac" responded, "Yes I ate chicken 

and rice" "When are you going back home?" UC responded, "Well that sounds better 

then what I ate lol" "except the Oreos tho lol". "Mac" responded, "S ___ , can you 

send me your picture?" UC responded, "Of course :)". UC then sent a photo used by 

JSO for this type of investigation depicting a young looking female to "Mac." UC 

responded, "Oh sweetie, it's a nice pie". UC responded, "awe well thanks!". "Mac" 

responded, "Where is your home?'' UC responded, "Do u have a picture?" "Mac" 

responded, "I have on my computer. I will send you tomorrow". UC responded, 

"promise?" "Mac" responded, "Where are your parents?" "Promise I will send" UC 

responded, "lol ok cool". "Mac" responded, "Your smile is sweet" "Tell me about 

your parents". UC responded, "Thanks ur so nice" "Mom works alot so have 2 b 

here". "Mac" responded, "Where does your mom live?" UC responded, "we used 2 

live here and moved out of state but she brought me here 4 the weekend". "Mac" 

7 
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responded, "Oh nice". UC responded, "Dou live in Jax?" "Mac" responded, "When 

are you going back?" "Close to Jax". UC responded, "lol ok". "Mac" responded, 

"Small town name St. Marys" "In which grade you are?" UC responded, "8th" "is 

that where they have a little water park?" "Mac" responded, "Nice" "I think so" "Do 

you have a good grade?" UC responded, "I think ive been there ... but i thought it was 

in georgia". "Mac" responded, "You are right, it is in GA. Only 30 miles north of Jax" 

UC responded, "thats not 2 far right?" "Mac" responded, "No I go to Jax at the 

weekend". UC responded, "like u live here and there?" "Mac" responded, "No I live 

in St Mary". UC responded, "oh ok. .. u mean u just come visit lol". "Mac" responded, 

"Yes" "Nothing to do here". 

d. On this same date, the conversation continued and UC and "Mac" 

discussed hobbies and what they liked to do for fun. "Mac" acknowledged UC being 

a minor. "Mac" responded, "Love to travel". UC responded, "i want 2 travel when 

im old enough". "Mac" responded, "You grow up 18, have a boy friend and travel". 

UC responded, "Yes that will be fun!" "Mac" responded, "Do you have a boy friend 

now? UC responded, "no". "Mac" responded, "Good, be good girl and study". 

e. On this same date, the conversation continued and "Mac" again 

acknowledged UC being a minor. "Mac" began to inquire about UC having a 

boyfriend. UC responded, "u said earlier u would teach me nice things ... wat r they?" 

"Mac" responded, "Depending your interest". UC responded, "Im interested in 

8 
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learning". "Mac" responded, "Pick up a subject or topic". UC responded, "wats ur 

favorite". "Mac" responded, "I teach engineering students" "That is boring" "I want 

to teach you something but you are a minor". UC responded, "what do you want to 

teach me?" "Mac" responded, "I did not know you were a minor. Sorry about that." 

UC responded, "Im confused". "Mac" responded, "Tell me about your boy friend- I 

will listen". UC responded, "i dont have one ... i want 2 know wat u can teach me". 

"Mac" responded, "Did you fall in love with any boy as yet!" UC responded, "nope". 

"Mac" responded, "Do you like any boy". UC responded, "not really ... boys at school 

are immature". "Mac" responded, "Why do you think so". UC responded, "idk ... 

just childish". "Mac" responded, "just talk to me" "Did any one hurt you?" UC 

responded, "no". "Mac" responded, "That is nice". 

f. On this same date, the conversation continued and "Mac" was 

again reminded of the age of the persona. "Mac" asked, "What is your date of birth?". 

UC responded, "feb 2" "2.2.2005". "Mac" responded, "Did you celebrate your 

birthday?" UC responded, "not really". "Mac" responded, "Why not" "I would sent 

you gift if I knew you before". UC responded, "what would you send me?" "Mac" 

responded, "Any thing you would like .. ,lol" "You are a very sweet girl" "Your 

mother's princess". 

g. The conversation continued later on that evening and "Mac" 

discussed relationships. On August 24, 2018, 0003 hours, "Mac" responded, "I am a 

9 
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nice person". UC responded, "are you nice at teaching?" "Mac" responded, "Sure I 

am" "I teach engineering students". UC responded, "Is there anything else you would 

teach me?" "Mac" responded, "I will". UC responded, "like?" "Mac" responded, 

"Life, relationship, future". UC responded, "wat kind of relationship?" "Mac" 

responded, "All kinds". UC responded, "wat will i learn from it?" "Mac" responded, 

"Your relationship with others". UC responded, "oh i thought you meant a 

relationship between us lol". "Mac" responded, "I can teach that very well lol". At 

0017, UC responded, "and i want 2 know wat you would teach me about relationships 

lol". "Mac" responded, "Are you interested in know inch about relationship". UC 

responded, "inch?" "Mac" responded, "Knowing". UC responded, "oh lol... yes". 

"Mac" responded, "Do you feel lonely now?" UC responded, "yeah .. im all by 

myself'. "Mac" responded, "What are you missing when you are alone". UC 

responded, "somebody 2 teach me". "Mac" responded, "Teach what? Pl talk freely". 

UC responded, "i ha vent done anything before". "Mac" responded, "Such as .. .lol". 

UC responded, "like... nothing lol". "Mac" responded, "Loving talk, romantic 

touch?" UC responded, "romantic touch sounds nice". "Mac" responded, "Are you 

ready for that? Lol". UC responded, "yes". "Mac" responded, "That is nice". 

h. Later on that evening, on August 24, 2018, "Mac" and UC 

exchanged email addresses and "Mac" said he would send a picture of himself. "Mac" 

requested UC to email him expressing herself. At 0030, "Mac" asked "Do you have 

10 
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any email address?" UC responded, " ______ @ ____ .com". "Mac" 

responded, "My email address is: Virgoman@ ___ .com" "Are you going to school 

tomorrow?" UC responded, "are u still going to send me a pie so I know wat u look 

like?" "Mac" responded, "Yes tomorrow. You will not like my pie but I will send" 

"Are you going to school tomorrow". UC responded, "why wouldnt I like it?" "Mac" 

responded, "You see it" "Are you at home tomorrow?" UC responded, "im sure its 

nice just like you". "Mac" responded, "Princess, write an email to me tomorrow and 

express yourself' "When I get back from office we will chat". UC responded, "express 

myself?" "Mac" responded, "Yes. Like you said, a romantic touch would be nice" 

"Express your mind, (heart symbol)" "Then I will know you better. You are shy, you 

need to express yourself'. 

1. On August 24, 2018, the conversation continued between "Mac" 

and UC. "Mac" asked about UC's grandmother and mother. 

J. On August 24, 2018, the conversation continued between "Mac" 

and UC. "Mac" stated that he sent UC a picture of himself. At 2013, "Mac" states 

"Emailed my pie as I promised". UC responded, "Awe ur so sweet. Lemme check my 

email" "I like it! Why would I not want to chat with you?". "Mac" responded, "See 

how ugly I am. Women don't like me . .lol". UC responded, "I dont think ur ugly! I 

dont know y women wouldnt like u - u r so sweet". "Mac" responded, "Thank you 

(princess emoji)" "I have been alone for last ten years." 

11 
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k. On August 24, 2018, at 2013, UC received an email from 

virgoman@ __ .com. The email stated, "Hello Princess, Wake up! See who is here!! 

Mac". Attached to the email was a picture of an adult male's face and upper torso 

wearing a suit and tie. The file was titled, "Malek3.JPG" .1 

1. On this same date, the conversation continued with "Mac" 

discussing the difference between making. love and sex. "Mac" said, " I don't use the 

word sex. Not a good word". UC responded, "Oh ... well what word do you use?" 

"Mac" responded, " Making love" "Lol ... ,you are learning now". UC responded, 

"that does sound nicer" "yes I am wat else will you teach me?" "Mac" responded, 

"You love someone and both of you make love" "Sex is an act." "Love making means 

you enjoy while you are making it with love". UC responded, " I like learning about 

this from you." UC responded, "Why". UC responded, "Because I want to learn about 

sex and making love". "Mac" responded, "Interesting!" "I will teach you without 

using dirty language". 

m. Later on this same date, "Mac" began discussing with UC about 

love songs and requested for UC to listen to a particular song. "Mac" asked, "How do 

you feel when you listen to this song?" "????" UC responded, "im trying to think how 

2 explain it ... it makes me feel good". "Mac" responded, " Do you feel: love, romance, 

1 I have reviewed this photo and the Florida driver's license photo for 
MALEK and I believe that these photos depict the same person. 

12 
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warm inside?" UC responded, "yes" "maybe on the love ... never been in love to 

know". "Mac" responded, "Wonderful feeling" "Do you want to be loved by 

someone?" UC responded, "loved in what way?" "Mac" responded, "Real love not 

sex" "Do you want to love someone?" UC responded, "i want both". "Mac" 

responded, "Are you trying to learn?" UC responded, "yes". "Mac" responded, "How 

do you want to learn?" "Lal". UC responded, "How can I learn?" "like i want 2 learn 

4 real". "Mac" responded, "You can tell me". UC responded, "are you going to teach 

me for real?" "Mac" responded, "Real". UC responded, "how will you do that?" 

"Mac" responded, "You tell me". UC responded, "ive never done any of this. I dont 

know". "Mac" responded, "I know how to love". UC responded, "love or make 

love?". "Mac" responded, "Love". UC responded, "I thought you meant to make 

love.". "Mac" responded, "Love frrst". UC responded, "so no sex, but have to love 

before you can make love?" "Mac" responded, "Sure" "You make love when you are 

18". UC responded, "Sorry Im confused and trying to understand". "Mac" responded, 

"Ask questions". UC responded, "I dont tum 18 for a long time". "Mac" responded, 

"Do you want make love at 14?" UC responded, "Yes I do but I wont be 14 until 

Feb.". "Mac" responded, "Are you physically and mentally ready? .. .lol". UC 

responded, "yes". "Mac" responded, "Nice" "Can you send me your full picture?" 

"????" UC then sent another photo used by JSO for this type of investigation depicting 

a young looking female to "Mac". · 

13 
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n. Later on this same date, at 2326, "Mac" asked UC to talk on the 

telephone. "Mac" asked, "Tell me what do you like about love?" UC responded, "love 

or making love?" "Mac" responded, "Both". UC responded, "I havent made love to 

anybody ever before." "Mac" responded, "I know that" "Do you feel comfortable 

talking to me on the phone?" UC responded, "yes i can talk for a few minutes". "Mac" 

responded, "Close the door and call me". UC responded, "ok". "Mac" responded, 

"Thank you princess". 

o. On August 24, 2018, at 2352, UC called "Mac" using the same 

numbers utilized in the text messages. The duration of the call was sixteen minutes six 

seconds. During the call, the male speaking to UC identified himself as "Mac." "Mac" 

made several statements that reiterated UC's minor age and what he wanted to do 

with her, such as the following statements: 

"Did you go to school today S __ ." 

"I like your picture. I like your smile you know S_" 

"I can pick you up and bring you back safely" 

"You know you are still not 14 so we need to be very careful" 

"If you want to learn I can teach you" 

"I know that you don't have experience, you are trying to learn you are 

trying to do things" 

"And you are still 14, I want to be careful" 

14 
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"I want to show you the beautiful things of life, I'm not talking about 

only love or lovemaking" 

"I'll never ask you to do anything you don't like" 

p. The online conversation continued later that same evening and 

"Mac" discussed teaching UC about love making and pregnancy. On August 25, 2018, 

at 0008, "Mac" said, "You look sexy in the last pie". UC responded, "i like that you 

think i look sexy" "thank you". "Mac" responded, "You are" "Physically matured 

also" "Do you have monthly period?". UC responded, "yes why?" "Mac" responded, 

"Then you are a young woman ... .lol" "Then you will enjoy" "???" "Sleepy?" UC 

responded, "i will enjoy what?" "Mac" responded, "Love making". UC responded, "i 

would hope i enjoy it lol". "Mac" responded, "You will enjoy" "I will teach you". UC 

responded, "you will teach me to make love in what way". "Mac" responded, "I am 

driving to Orlando in the morning" "Yes" "I can see you if you can come out". UC 

responded, "wats in Orlando". "Mac" responded, "Visiting a family" "Be back on 

Sunday night". UC responded, "how will you teach me?" "Mac" responded, "???" "I 

will explain to you, show you picture and make.you ready" "You will have to spend 

time together". UC responded, "make me ready?" "Mac" responded, "Ready for that 

moment" "Ready mentally and physically". UC responded, "I am ready mentally and 

physically". "Mac" responded, "Wow lol" "Then you don't need to learn". UC 

responded, "what do you mean?" "Mac" responded, "You are ready for love 

15 
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making". UC responded, "will it hurt?" "Mac" responded, "I will make sure it does 

not" "I go slowly". UC responded, "can i get pregnant? I would be in so much trouble 

at 13 if i did". "Mac" responded, "Best thing: I bring you. to my apartment. Then we 

have our our privacy" "Best time to do on the following day after your period ends". 

UC responded, "oh ... lol I just stopped yesterday". "Mac" responded, "Safest now" 

"Lal". UC responded, "ok so.... ??" "Mac" responded, "Can you come to any 

shopping mall tomorrow?" UC responded, "theres not a mall close enough to walk 

to". "Mac" responded, "I could give you money for taxi. But how I do that?" "Can 

you walk one block and wait for few mins". UC responded, "right now?" "Mac" 

responded, "No" "Tomorrow day time". UC responded, "i have horse riding lessons 

in the morning but can in the afternoon". "Mac" responded, "What time you think?" 

UC responded, "I'd be back around 4". "Mac" responded, "Let me think I will let you 

know". UC responded, "ok. and you promise i cant get pregnant just because of the 

day after my period??" "Mac" responded, "No never" "I take all the responsibility of 

your life". UC responded, "ok good". "Mac" responded, "You can do it up to 5 days 

after last day of period". UC responded, "oh ok". UC responded, "Your next period 

will be on September 24. It is safe to do between sept 19 through 24" "You are learning 

from me. Lal". UC responded, "ok as long as i dont get pregnant because i would be 

grounded 4 the rest of my life lol". "Mac" responded, "I will care for your rest of the 

life .. .lol". UC responded, "u r so sweet". "Mac" responded, "You are a princess, you 

16 
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deserve happiness in life". UC responded, "then you are my prince". "Mac" 

responded, "If you can love (heart emoji) me". UC responded, "I will find out 

tomorrow". "Mac" responded, "Lol let us try to meet tomorrow. If not we will try 

again. I want you" "to be safe ... (unknown emoji). UC responded, "cant wait". "Mac" 

responded, "Me too" "Do you know how to kiss?" UC responded, "will you kiss me?" 

"Mac" responded, "Yes. That is the first symbol of love .. ,,(heart emoji)". UC 

responded, "(heart emoji) Awe". "Mac" responded, "My sweet kisses on your lips 

(lips emoji)". UC responded, "(wink kiss emoji)". "Mac" responded, "Do you feel 

love ... .lol". UC responded, "i feel something". "Mac" responded, "It's getting late, let 

us go to bed .... good night". UC responded, "good nite". "Mac" responded, "Sweet 

dream (kiss emoji, kiss emoji)". UC responded, "sweet dreams 2 u 2 (heart eyes 

emoji)". "Mac" responded, "(heart emoji, heart emoji" "In bed, thinking about you, 

your sweet talking (flower emoji)". 

q. On August 25, 2018, "Mac" continued to text with UC. "Mac" 

explained that he was not going to be able to meet that day as previously discussed. 

At 1649, "Mac" said, "S __ I am in Orlando" "I will try to see you tomorrow" "Pl 

text me your address". UC responded, "u arent coming today?" "Mac" responded, 

"Hi princess" "I am in Orlando tonight" "Planning for tomorrow". 

r. That same day "Mac" discussed plans for meeting UC the 

following day to engage in sexual activity. "Mac" responded, "I like your sexy pie" 
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"do u have another pie?" UC responded, "I will have to look". "Mac" responded, "Do 

you have another sexy pie?" UC responded, "wat r u going 2 do 2 me first?" "Mac" 

responded, "Loving kiss (kiss emoji)" "Then foreplay" "Then play" "??" UC 

responded, "that sounds wonderful" "wat will u do in foreplay?" "Mac" responded, 

"Touching you, your boobs (what size), kissing your boobs" "Touching down there, 

making you wet". UC responded, "oh that sounds really nice!! I cant wait". "Mac" 

responded, "Do u have nice boobs? Lol". UC responded, "i guess so ... lol". "Mac" 

responded, "Any pie? Lol". UC responded, "like a pie of my boobs?" "Mac" 

responded, "Would be nice". UC responded, "idk.. im not comfy sendin a pie like 

that". The conversation continued. "Mac" responded, "I will kiss your nipples and 

make you horny ... ," "You will be wet down there when you will be horny". UC 

responded, "i cant wait" "wat else are u going 2 do to me?" "Mac" responded, "I will 

push it slowly slowly so that you don't get hurt but enjoy (nose emoji)". UC responded, 

"push it?" "like the song u sent me?" "Mac" responded, "My love rod ... ". UC 

responded, "where will u push your love rod?. "Mac" responded, "Into your love 

tunnel". UC responded, "will it hurt?" "Mac" responded, "Your wet vagina" "Not 

hurt if it is wet" "I will me it wet". UC responded, "oh ok good im glad it wont hurt" 

"how will u make it wet?" "Mac" responded, "I know that love making technique" 

"lol". UC responded, "tell me about it". "Mac" responded, "During foreplay I will 

undress you, and touch your everything". UC responded, "wat do u want me 2 do". 
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"Mac" responded, "Kiss me, play with my love handle ... ". UC responded, "play with 

it how?" "Mac" responded, "I am getting horny now just talking about it" "Whatever 

you like". UC responded, "I wish u werent in orlando". "Mac" responded, "Can you 

come out at night say 11 pm and go back 2 am". UC responded, "tonite??" "Mac" 

responded, "No" "Any night when your granny is sleeping". UC responded, "ahh 

man I thought u meant 2nite". 

s. On August 26, 2018, "Mac" continued the conversation and 

discussed the details of meeting with UC. At 1344, "Mac" said, "I am driving to 

Jacksonville. I need your address.". UC responded, "Hey! Im sorry I forgot my phone 

while we went 2 church then 2 eat. It's like a Atlantic and Kerman" "theres like a 

store right there I can meet u at as sson as my granny leaves". "Mac" responded, "Give 

me exact address". UC provided an exact address for the undercover operation site 

and later that day MALEK arrived at the designated meeting location and was arrested 

by JSO. Detective Maynard told me that during the inventory ofMALEK'S vehicle, 

a 2004 Kia Sedona, prior to towing, a bottle of "Max Load" was found. This bottle's 

label stated the following: "CUM HARDER! CUM LONGER! CUM MORE!" 

t. On August 29, 2018, Detective Maynard sent me an email with a 

document from the State of Florida Driver and Vehicle Information Database 

(DAVID), which indicated that an individual named MOHAMMAD ABDUL 

MALEK with a date of birth of January 1, 1951, listed the address of 9054 Ridgeview 
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Trl, Tallahassee, FL 32312. I viewed the driver's license photo of MALEK and it is the 

same person of the picture that "Mac" sent to the UC. 

8. Based upon the foregoing facts, I have probable cause to believe that on 

or about August 23, 2018, through on our about August 26, 2018, in the Middle 

District of Florida, MOHAMMAD ABDUL MALEK, using a facility of interstate 

commerce, that is, by computer via the internet, did knowingly and willfully attempt 

to persuade, induce, entice, and coerce a person whom MALEK believed had not 

reached the age of 18 years, to engage in sexual activity for which a person can be 

charged with a criminal offense under the laws of the state of Florida, that is, the crime 

oflewd or lascivious battery upon a person less than 16 years of age, in violation of 

Sections 800.04(4)(a) and 800.04(4)(b), Florida Statutes, all in violation of Title 18, 

United States Code, Section 2422(b). 

(L (1{2 . . 
ANTHO~ Gozi ~ 
Homeland Security Investigations 

Su~fJ~bed and sworn to before me this 
~ day of August, 2018, at Jacksonville, Florida. 

~ 
PATRICIA D. BARKSDALE 
United States Magistrate Judge 
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